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New Chinese Cinemas Forms Idenies
Second New Wave Taiwanese cinema will come under the spotlight at the
annual Singapore Chinese Film Festival, which is returning this year
with a line-up of 45 films.. Read more at straitstimes.com.
Feature debuts, new films lined up
The opening film is Hong Kong's Hand Rolled Cigarette, which stars
Gordon Lam.. Read more at straitstimes.com.
Singapore Chinese Film Festival highlights Taiwanese Second New Wave
works
Radical changes in the independent marketplace have forced producers
and distributors to modify their strategies, adapt to new realities
and search ... continue to shape the form and content of MENA ...
Middle East cinema is big in China - but what about North America? |
Middle East Eye édition française
During China’s recent week-long Lunar New Year holiday cinemas
generated a ... is the noticeable shift in the Chinese audience’s
tastes away from all forms of foreign storytelling and towards ...
Why China’s Huge Theatrical Recovery Doesn’t Mean Big Business in
Berlin
There are also a number of new movie releases on the way ... solely to
LGBTQ+ programming)—it looks as though it could be a defining year for
queer cinema. From a South American-set thriller to a ...
10 New and Upcoming Queer Films to Add to Your Watchlist
Whatever has propelled Chinese companies to the top, the metrics we
use to evaluate innovation have missed it. The author argues that
China today has a resource that no other country has: hundreds of ...
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China’s New Innovation Advantage
The Abbey Cinema, on Church Road North, has helped form part of the
Wavertree skyline and the area's identity for decades ...
Lidl plans to demolish treasured cinema that inspired John Lennon
I’m a fruit salad with all the other diverse people of Australia - one
big toss-up of unique identities and personalities. Saying that I am
Australian, Singaporean and Indian doesn’t really begin to ...
My childhood best friend helped form my Asian identity
Much of America doesn't fall within one category, and one TV show
dared to address it in the most uncomfortable way ...
Let's have a cringey talk about multiracial identity, from "Ginny &
Georgia" to Harry and Meghan
Intrigued by the modes of access filmmakers have (and don’t have) to
get work seen, Keisha N. Knight says she became “really interested in
distribution as a means of changing things.” ...
Old, New, And Weird: New Boston Indie Film Company Brings Fresh Energy
To Distribution
People of Hong Kong origin in Canada have been urged to declare
themselves as Hongkongers, and not only Chinese, on the national
census next month, in an effort by activists to preserve the
diaspora’s ...
Declare yourself a Hongkonger, not simply Chinese, Canadian census
campaign urges
“I thought it was a good starting point for me to explore issues of
identity, art and freedom ... “It is almost a cliché in cinema to
portray artists as misunderstood and tortured souls ...
Oscar-nominated film that examines freedom and identity is a first for
Tunisia
"But at long last, we are thrilled to be able to open our doors to Sag
Harbor and the East End, to welcome you back to your brand new ... by
Chinese filmmaker Chloé Zhao; check the cinema's ...
Sag Harbor Cinema Rises From The Ashes
Xiaomi Mi 11 Pro, Mi 11 Ultra, Mi 11 Lite, and Mi Mix Fold The new
visual identity comes just after the release of a bunch of new
flagships by the Chinese ... market in the form of a new foldable ...
Xiaomi discloses new logo and brand identity
Minneapolis College of Art and Design alum Anika Schneider is reunderstanding her Chinese heritage through a new exhibition ... I
think I have been making art in some form my whole life. I was not ...
Q&A: Local artist Anika Schneider talks racial identity, intimacy and
her relationship with her Chinese heritage
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For Woolf, the cinema was a new art form, technically advanced but ...
just telling a story that has already been told. She also identities
the difficulties film might encounter when creating ...
Virginia Woolf on the magic of going to the cinema
The mistaken identity plotline wrestles with the perils of toxic
masculinity in the form of swagger, showing that confidence ... a
sudden blast rocks New York City. Rob's friend, Hud (T.J. Miller), is
...
Hopping through cinema time: Movies by the decade
As if cinema can no longer unite ... The letter also argues that a
“new form of censorship” is on the rise. “The intimidation and the
summoning are eating up our freedom of writing ...
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